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Alpine Winter air will "be welcomed everywhere. The Engadine is not alone
in preparing a warm welcome; all the Winter sports centres, all the regions
where the ski reigns supreme will take every care of the comfort and well-
he ing of their visitors this season while they try to improve or recover
their sporting form. Those faithful to the Orisons will find again Davos,
Arosa, Klosters or Lonzerheide. others familiar with the St-Gall district
will return to the sympathetic Toggehbourg or the Prealps of Appenzell.
Glaris, the central Switzerland grouped around the Rigi and the Stcos, the
central Alps with Engelberg and the Gothard, the splendid Bernese Oberland
with Grindelwald, the Brunig, Beateriberg, right up to Gstaad; the Upper
and Lower Valais, with Zermatt, and Crans-Montana; the Vaud Alps, with
Villars-Chesi&res and the Eribourg Prealps, the Jura and its charming
little valleys; all this Winter country side, all these trails and slopes
await ski-ers, skaters and sleighers* This year as in the past, a
magnificent Winter season will complete the "benefits of an incomparable
Summer; Winter holidays remain without doubt, the most delightful of all
holidays.

THE WORK OP THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OP

"THE RED CROSS. »

DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR.

•

i

This, and following numbers, will contain a summary of
the activity of, the International Red Cross during the
Second World War..-thus giving readers of "Helvetia" an
idea' of the complexity of the work done by this '

committee. ' It.may.be added it consists only of Swiss
nationals; the title International Committee is on
account of the universal nature of its activity*.

A DEED AND
"

AN IDEA.

"Eight thousand visits to prisoners of war and. internment camps. Thirty-
six million parcels transported and distributed in the camps.. Twenty-
three and a half'million civilian messages. News of prisoners of war
given to their families, or vice versa, a hundred'and twenty million
times. " :

•
:

» " '

"Yes, but what about the Soviet prisoners of war, and the people in the
concentration camps? What did you do for them?"

Now that hostilities have ceased, questions, are being asked about the
activity of thè Red'Cross in' general and of the International Committee
in particular'. Did the Committee really do all it cguld? Did it not
fail to perform some of îtsrduties? Is.it to-be judged by its
achievements or by its failures?

.The General Report on the work' of the' International Committee of the Red
Cross during the second World War, which will be presented to the.1948
International Red Cross Conference, "will make it possible perhaps, with
the passage of time, to answer these questions. Yet if it is easy to
evaluate, a report' of work done by a business concern or an administration,
.because its legal .position, its functions, and its resources aro clearly
defined, it is less simple in the case of. an organism like.the International
Committee of the Red Cross, in'which the various elements are ill-defined
and usually little known.

In giving a,brief account of the Committee's work, therefore* it seems
necessary, even before the General Report appears, to describe the position
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which the Committee occupies in law and.in the Rod Crcss^ as. a whole.

If we confine our attention t,o. the part playod by the International
Ccmmitteo, it is not because of any failure to appreciate what was done for
war victims by the Rational Rod Cross Societies or other welfare
organizations» .official or private» Moreover» what we have 'to study is
not so much the work of the organ itself as the work ..which the Red Cross,
was able to do by using it as an intermediary agent.

What then is this International Committee, so recently almost forgotten, to
which, ohce war had broken cut, millions of people suddenly turned, as to an
all-pcwerful superstate, a supernatural power or» on the contrary, a
universal agent, ready to perform- any kind of-service?

It is not all-powerful. At the risk of provoking final condemnation in
the minds of some, let it be said at the outset that it has'hot in its
power to. preVent war,-: Ror can it hinder war from following its inevitable,
course. The Red Cross has no means of preventing guns killing or fire
destroying, .It cannot turn folly into wisdom, cruelty into kindness or
hate into, love. If that is what was required of it, It has failed.

What then is the .Committee?

Let us - go•hack to 1859, to the Italian campaign,' tb Solferino, There
beneath a- leaden sky soon to dissolve in a downpour of rain, two mighty
armies were stTddenly locked in one of the bloodiest conflicts in history.
The carnage went on for fifteen hours. The battle-field was covered with
dead; there were tens of thousands .of wounded, doomed to die in their turn
for iack of attention. There were too many. The hospitals of the
neighbouring towns, 3till occupied by men wounded in previous battles, were
full to overflowing. So, too, were the movable field-hospitals. A few
people of the district, chiefly women, gave unstinting aid. But what could
they do.,- without medicaments or bandages?

». ••
' fPassing through Solferino»_ a tourist, Henry Dunant of Geneva, witnessed this

scene of horror. He was greatly moved. He bent over a wounded man, over
another, and another. He continued thus for days, for weeks, without
repose, Realizing the scale of the disaster and the total inadequacy of the
help that wag being improvised, he tried to 'organize', relief. Preaching
by. example, he roused people of goodwill, formed them .into groups, allotted
them their tasks. He informed, his friends in Switzerland and elsewhere,
and begged for medical supplies. But above all,, he created a new spirit;
surprised at first, then won over, 4he women who had preferred to succour
those whom they considered their.liberators, learned from Dunant that
suffering has no nationality, but is merely human, and began to tend the
enemy wounded as well,.

When he returned to Geneva, Dunant .was' harated by these events«- The memory
of those tens of thousands of wounded made him think of.other tens and
hundreds of thousands, • all those of future wars, who would also die for la«k
of attention. What, he had tried to do showed him what might be done. They
had saved three thousand men,- five thousand perhaps*...But•there had been
forty thousand 1 How many might not have been saved if the servise which had
been given spontaneously or in response to his appeals, had been organized
beforehand, and if medical equipment and supplies had heen forthcoming.

Then.he. wrota "A Memory of Solferino." In .it he relatQd vhat he had seen
and what the women of Solferino and Oastigliopè. had done. He portrayed the
horror and the sublimity of the morrow of battle. He ended with two
suggestions. Wcrald it not be possible, in peace-time, to form societies
whose aim would be to see that the wounded were'cared for in war—time?
•And was it not desirable that a Congress should formulate some international
principle, embodied in a convention and accepted as sacred, which should
serve as a basis for these societies?

This little bosk, sent at first only to the author's friends and a few people
of importance, was to go round, the -world. It was to give birth to a deuble
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event; an international Convention and a world-wide movement for charity in
war; in other words, to the Red Cross.

Yet what Dunant did, others had done before him. His idea of neutrality in
the presence of suffering was not entirely new. Beginning with Cyrus, King
of Persia, in B.C. 550, history reveals many cases of kings or generals who

ordered their troops to care for .the eneiry wounded, and of bilateral agreements
by which two belligerents, at the outbreak or in the course of hostilities,
pledged themselves to respect each other's hospitals, doctors and wounded or
sick soldiers. It abounds in stories of individual or collective service
done to help those wounded in war. Dunant himself, still impressed by the
quite recent achievement of Florence Nightingale, quotes many examples in
which he seeks encouragement for his ideas. As for his two suggestions,
in the form in which he wrote them, they seem like a pious wish, almost naive,
hardly more than the'cry of "It ought not to be allowed," which springs from
sensitive hearts.

Why'this success? Because .'.the development of ideas, by spreading belief in
the value of the individual, had prepared the ground? No doubt, but also,
and especially, because Dunant's idea was not an isolated idea; behind it
was the deed done by'the author himself. Moreover* the latter having
conceived the idea, put himself entirely at its service, in order to make it
the motive power of other deeds, similar but on a larger scale, better
organized, more efficacious. By pen and by word of mouth, he renewed, he
prolonged the deed. He set before men's eyes, together with the wounded of
the Italian campaign, .all the .wounded of future campaigns.. And as at
Solferino-he called forth service, organized relief and .allotted- tasks,' so
now he roused pity for' the.wounded of the future, and compelled men to bend
over them, as on the battle-field he had compelled lookers-on to add their
efforts to his own.

At Geneva, as soon as the manuscript, of the'book was read, his friends-were
fired with enthusiasm, The matter was brought before,the Welfare Society,
who appointed a committee composed.of their chairman Gustave Moynier, General
Dufour, Dr. Appia, Dr. Maunoir and Henry Dunant, to study the latter's
suggestions and if possible, to give effect to them.

Such was the zeal of Moynier and his colleagues, such Dunant's powers of
persuasion as he travelled about Europe to plead his cause, -that on -October
29th of the following year, 18.63». this modegt "Geneva Committee for Aid to
Wounded Soldiers" was able to assemble an informal international Conference
representing sixteen nations; and a year 'later the Swiss Federal Council,
won over to the new ideas, called together another conference, this time of
diplomatists. The first approved the Geneva-Committee's proposals and
decided on the formation; in all .the countries represented, of national
societies for aid to wounded soldiers; the second resulted in the signing,
by the plenipotentiaries of twelve European States, of the Geneva Convention
of August 22nd, 18&4 "for the Relief of the Wounded and Sick in Armies in
the Field." For the first time in history a multilateral treaty proclaimed
in advance, and permanently - no. longer only-on the occasion of a particular
conflict - .the neutralization of field dressing-stations and military
hospitals and of medical staff, and the obligation tô care for wounded and
sick soldiers without distinction of nationality. An international symbol
was created which conferred legal protection even on the battle-field, a
Red Cross on a white ground.

Two years had sufficed for the "Would it not be possible?" and the "Is it
not desirable?" written by Dunant at the end of his book, to be translated
into acts in the life of nations and into principles of international law.

Such is the power of faith.
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